Future fund song
Intro for 8 bars
Chorus 1

Harmony girls:
Evie, charlotte, Rebecca,
Maddy, Jessica, lany, Lorna.
Think that was it but they will
tell you if they were in the
harmony!

I will achieve
If I believe in myself,
Fly high and reach the sky and my goals,
Verse 1
It just a start of it all,
Needing to rise before I fall,
Trying to aspire to the best,
Wanting to be different from the rest
Bridge Seniors 2- in harmony
I will achieve if you let me believe
In my dreams I'll be flying
So high
Chorus 2 in harmony
I will achieve
If I believe in myself,
Fly high and reach the sky and my goals,

The bridge comes over the
word 'rest'. So the chorus
come in with 'I will achieve'
when Maddy Rebecca Evie
and charlotte sing 'rest'
This bit is in harmony!!!

Rap- Tyler
Future fund helps people get together,
Jumping laughing no matter what the weather,
Striving, achieving, aching, we are succeeding,
Open up your eyes and you'll believe,
An they said we weren't gonna make it,
They said we were gonna fake it,
Dream they ain't gonna break it,
We'll trust they ain't gonna take it.
Chorus 3 normal chorus with girls doing fly fly fly
in harmony!
I will achieve if I believe I myself, fly high reach the
sky and my goals
On the word Fly do fly fly fly fly fly high high reach the
sky.
Chorus 4 in harmony!

The Fly fly fly bit comes over
the top of the normal chorus!
The harmony girls will do the
fly fly fly bit in harmony.

I will achieve if I believe I myself, fly high reach the sky and my goals /
Chorus 5

I will achieve
If I believe in myself....

For cameron and Robson: Chords used are G major/ d major/ e
minor / c major. If they want to do a cool intro like picking the
guitar strings that's fine too. It's for 2 chorus's worth (8 bars)

